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Abstract: An acoustic electronic scanning array for acquiring images from a person using
a biometric application is developed. Based on pulse-echo techniques, multifrequency
acoustic images are obtained for a set of positions of a person (front, front with arms
outstretched, back and side). Two Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA) with 15 λ/2-equispaced
sensors have been employed, using different spatial apertures in order to reduce sidelobe
levels. Working frequencies have been designed on the basis of the main lobe width, the
grating lobe levels and the frequency responses of people and sensors. For a case-study
with 10 people, the acoustic profiles, formed by all images acquired, are evaluated and
compared in a mean square error sense. Finally, system performance, using False Match
Rate (FMR)/False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) parameters and the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve, is evaluated. On the basis of the obtained results, this system
could be used for biometric applications.
Keywords: acoustic imaging; biometry; beamforming

1. Introduction
Biometric identification [1-3] is a subject of active research, where new algorithms and sensors are
being developed. The most widely used identification systems are based on fingerprints, hand
geometry, retina, face, voice, vein, signature, etc. The fusion of information from multiple biometric
systems is also improving the performance of identification and verification systems [4].
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Radar-based systems require expensive hardware and can be unreliable due to the very low reflection
intensity from humans. Acoustic imaging provides a simple and cheap sensor alternative that allows
for very precise range and angular information. Specifically in the acoustic field, there are two accurate
and reliable classification systems for targets:
(1) Animal echolocation, performed by mammals such as bats, whales and dolphins, where Nature
has developed specific waveforms for each type of task [5,6] such as the classification of
different types of flowers [7].
(2) Acoustic signatures used in passive sonar systems [8,9], which analyze the signal received by a
target in the time-frequency domain.
There are few papers working on acoustic imaging in air for the detection of human beings. Moebus
and Zoubir [10,11] worked with the ultrasonic band (50 kHz) using a 2D array and beamforming in
reception. They analyzed solid objects (poles and a cuboid on a pedestal) in their first work and human
images more recently. They showed that humans have a distinct acoustic signature and proposed to
model the echoes from the reflection parts of objects in the scene by a Gaussian-Mixture-Model. Based
on the parameters of this model, a detector could be designed to discriminate between persons and
non- person objects.
In previous works, the authors of this paper have developed multisensor surveillance and tracking
systems based on acoustic arrays and image sensors [12,13]. After an exhaustive search in the
literature, we have not found any papers on acoustic imaging in air for biometric verification of
humans. Consequently, we launched a new line of research to develop a novel biometric system, based
on acoustic images acquired with electronic scanning arrays. Humans are acoustically scanned by an
active system working from 6 to 12 kHz (audio band), that registers acoustic images. Based on these
images, the system can identify people using a previously acquired database of acoustic images.
Assuming a plane wave x(t) with a direction of arrival θ, and an array with N sensors separated a
distance d, the signal received at each sensor xn, is a phase-shifted replica of x(t). A beamformer
combines linearly the signals xn, which are previously multiplied by complex weights wn, obtaining an
output signal y(t). Figure 1, shows the structure of a beamformer.
Figure 1. Structure of a beamformer.
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By means of the selection of the weights, it is possible to generate a narrow beam steered to a given
direction, called steering angle, and therefore to implement an electronic scanning array [14,15]. The
spatial response of a beamformer is called the array factor, and its graphical representation is the
beampattern. Figure 2 shows a beampattern of an array with 8 λ/2-equispaced sensors, for a steering
angle of 0°.
Figure 2. Beampattern for θ = 0°.

The proposed system uses beamforming, with a linear microphone array and a linear tweeter array,
in transmission and reception, respectively. In this paper, Section 2 describes the system including the
hardware architecture and the functional description. Section 3 designs the system parameters and
characterizes the acoustic array sensor for these parameters. Section 4 describes the definition and
extraction of acoustic profiles and Section 5 tests these images for biometry applications, defining a
metric based on mean square error, and presents the obtained FMR/FNMR parameters and ROC curve.
Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.
2. Description of the System
2.1. Functional Description
Based on basic Radar/Sonar principles [17,18], an acoustic sound detection and ranging system for
biometric identification is proposed, according to the block diagram in Figure 3.
The manager controls all subsystems, performing three main tasks: (i) person scanning and
detection, (ii) acoustic images acquisition and (iii) person identification based on a database of acoustic
images.
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The folloowing system
m parameteers can be deefined:
•
•
•
•

A scanning arrea in azimuuth: [θmin– θmax]
A scanning arrea in range: [R1–R2]
A collection of
o steering angles:
a
θ1, θ2 … θM
Freequency f annd pulse lenngth T
Figuree 3. Block diagram.
d

For each steering anggle, the systtem perform
ms the follow
wing tasks:
a) Trannsmission
• For each sensor
s
of thhe array, a sinusoidal
s
pulse
p
sequennce with frequency f, phase φi annd
length T is generated.
• Transmissiion beamforrming for stteering anglle θi.is donee.
• Sequences are sent to the D/A converter.
X array are stimulated.
s
• Signals aree amplified and tweeterrs of the TX
b) Receeption
• Signals froom microphones of RX
X array are preamplified
p
d.
• The A/D coonverter sam
mples the preamplified
d signals.
• A digital bandpass filtter with cenntral frequen
ncy f is impllemented.
• Phase and quadrature componentts are obtain
ned.
• Reception beamforminng for steerring angle θi.is done.
• Signal envelope is obttained.
• Signal is fiiltered with a matched filter.
mensional arrray.
• Signal is asssembled inn a two-dim
After proocessing M steering anngles, theree is a two-d
dimensionall array that represents the acoustic
im
mage, as it is shown inn Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Acousticc image.

An appliccation that runs,
r
in a distributed
d
w on two processingg hardware pplatforms: PC
way
P and DSP
P,
h been deeveloped. The
has
T softwarre that runss the PC haas been devveloped in Visual C ++. And thhe
s
software
thaat runs the DSP has been
b
developed in C+
++ and usees the “Mallibu” DSP library from
m
Innovative Integration.
I
Acquisitiion, filteringg and beam
mforming are implemen
nted on the DSP, and m
managemen
nt, storage of
o
im
mages, biom
metric algorithms and user interfaace are imp
plemented on
o the PC. F
Figure 5 sh
hows, in lighht
g
gray,
the funnctions impllemented onn the DSP and,
a
in dark
k gray, the fuunctions im
mplemented on the PC.
Figure 5. Functional
F
distribution.
d
.
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The appllication softtware develloped has four
f
operatio
on modes: Channel Calibration, Surveillance,
Image acquiisition and Biometric
B
iddentificationn.
(1) Channnel calibraation
Experimeental measuurements haave revealeed that phasse-shift erroors and gaiin errors ap
ppear due to
t
s
small
differeences in thee electronicc componennts of the an
nalog processing chainn. Beamform
ming requirees
thhat all channnels must have
h
the sam
me phase annd gain. Th
herefore a caalibration pprocedure to
o compensatte
thhe gain erroors and the phase-shift errors in eaach channell has been established
e
[19]. The acoustic
a
arraay
u a set off reference microphone
uses
m
e and speakeer in front of
o the array.. The calibrration algoriithm uses thhe
m
microphone
to calibratee the speakkers of the TX
T array an
nd the speakker to calibrate the miccrophones of
o
thhe RX arraay. Using the
t reciproccal sensor as
a a common referencce, gain andd phase-shiift errors arre
c
calculated
annd applied in
i beamform
ming.
(2) Survveillance
In this mode,
m
the system can deetect and esstimate the position
p
of the targets present in the
t chambeer,
v
visualizing
a acoustic image.
an
(3) Imagge acquisitioon
In this mode, the sysstem capturres the acouustic image of a personn for a predeefined set off frequenciees
a positionns.
and
(4) Biom
metric identiification
Previouslly, the systeem acquiress the acoustiic images for
fo a set of N individuaals, which arre stored in a
d
database.
Next, forr the personn under anaalysis, the syystem gets the acoustiic images aand comparees them witth
thhe images stored
s
in thee database, performing
p
the biometrric identificcation.
2 Hardwaare Architeccture
2.2.
The biom
metric system
m has four elements:
e
•
•
•
•

A computer with
w a real-tiime acquisition system
m for 16 channnels.
A preamplifieer and ampliifier system
m.
A transmissioon array (TX
X array) andd a reception
n array (RX
X array).
Ann acoustic anechoic
a
chaamber.

Figure 6 shows a bloock diagram
m of the systtem and the interconnection betweeen its elements.
Figuree 6. Block diagram.
d
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2
2.2.1.
Personnal Computter with Datta Acquisition and Sign
nal Processiing Subsysttems
These suubsystems are
a based on a PC with
w
a Pen
ntium proceessor, whicch houses a Innovativve
Integration M6713
M
carrd, as show
wn in Figuree 7, with a C6713@3000MHz, 1.55 M gate FPGA
F
Xilinnx
S
Spartan-3
D and twoo Omnibus I/O
DSP
I Daughtter Card sitees. This card is designeed to work in the Radaar,
S
Sonar
and Sodar fields.
Figurre 7. M6713
3 card.

M6713 hosts
h
a moduule Omnibuus SD16, shoown in Figu
ure 8, whichh provides 116 channels of 18 bit, 48
4
k
kHz
sigma-ddelta A/D and
a D/A coonverters. Each
E
input channel
c
empploys sigmaa-delta mod
dulation witth
3
384x
oversaampling, prooviding higghly effectivve digital an
nti-alias filttering. The output chan
nnels includde
a 8X interppolation filteer, digital atttenuation and
an
a de-emph
hasis.
Figuree 8. SD16 module.
m

2
2.2.2.
Pream
mplifier and Amplifier Systems
S
This subssystem is foormed by tw
wo SM PRO AUDIO EP84 multichannel m
microphone preamplifier
p
rs
a eight T. AMP S75 amplifiers, installed onn a 19” rack
and
k with 48U, as shown inn Figure 9.
Figgure 9. Preamplifiers and
a amplifieers.
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The SM PRO
P
AUDIIO EP84 preeamplifier features
f
eigh
ht channels, independeent variable gain controol,
– dB miccrophone seensitivity, XLR
–60
X
and TRS
T
input and
a output, 48V Phanttom power per channeel,
2 Hz–20 kH
20
Hz bandwidtth, –20dB paad, phase reverse and lo
ow cut filterss. The EP844 is shown in
n Figure 10.
Figgure 10. Microphone preamplifier
p
r SM PRO AUDIO
A
EP
P84.

The T.AM
MP S75 am
mplifier, shoown in Figuure 11, feattures two chhannels, 75W/4Ohm, soft
s start annd
b
balanced
XL
LR & jack.
F
Figure
11. Amplifier T.AMP
T
S755.

2
2.2.3.
Transm
mitter and Receiver
R
Arrrays
This subssystem conssists of a reeceiver unifo
form linear array
a
(ULA
A) with 15 B
BEHRINGE
ER C2 studiio
m
microphone
s with omnnidirectionall pattern annd a ULA trransmitter with
w 15 HPC
C tweeters, as shown in
i
F
Figure
12.
Figu
ure 12. Trannsmitter and
d receiver arrrays.

2
2.2.4.
Acousstic Anechooic Chamberr
The acouustic anechooic chamberr has a 5 × 3 × 2.5 m working
w
areaa. To eliminnate reflectiions from thhe
w
walls
of the chamber, every
e
surfacce is covereed with abso
orbent mateerials with 550 × 50 × 170 mm foam
m
p
pyramidal
w
wedges.
Thee chamber has
h been deesigned for a 500 Hz cut-off
c
freqquency. This chamber is
s
shown
in Figgure 13.
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Figure 13. Acoustic anechoic chamber.

3. Acoustic Array Sensor
3.1. Spatial Aperture Selection
In the design process of the spatial aperture (length) of transmission and reception ULAs, the
following parameters must be considered: angular resolution, frequency band, angular excursion and
transducer diameter. If the array spatial aperture is increased, the angular resolution improves, however
grating lobes appear [16].
Two ULAs with 15 λ/2-equispaced sensors have been employed. These arrays have different spatial
apertures in order to reduce sidelobe levels on the final beampattern (Tx + Rx). Note that sidelobe
positions on each beampattern are different, while the mainlobe keeps its position.
A transmission array with a 50 cm spatial aperture and a reception array with a 40 cm spatial
aperture has been used. On the transmission array, the tweeters are placed so as to occupy the
minimum space.
3.2. Frequency Band Selection
After defining the array spatial apertures, it is necessary to evaluate the range of frequencies where
the array works properly. This evaluation is based on:
•
•
•
•

The angular resolution: 3-dB beamwidth of the mainlobe.
Non appearance of grating lobes.
Frequency response of the microphone-tweeter pair.
Frequency response of a person.

Working with low frequencies increases the main beam width and therefore degrades the angular
resolution. Working with high frequencies decreases the main beam width, but grating lobes appear,
which degrades the beampattern. On the other hand, we note that main lobe width and grating lobes
level increases as the steering angle rises. Therefore, the maximum steering angle should be
determined by the size of the person and his/her distance from the array.
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Based on these considerations, the following parameters have been selected:
•
•
•

The positioning area is located 3 m from the array
The maximum width of a person with outstretched arms is 2 m
The range is 2.5 m

For these parameters, the angle excursion is ±15º, as shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14. Scanning and positioning area.

Then, the beampattern for the broadside (θ = 0°) and maximum steering angle (θ = 15°) have been
analyzed, with a sweeping frequency from 4 to 16 kHz in intervals of 1 kHz. The lower and upper
frequencies where the main lobe width and the grating lobes level are appropriate for the system have
been determined, obtaining the values 4 kHz and 14 kHz, respectively.
Figure 15 shows the beampattern of the array proposed for θ = 0° and θ = 15° for the lower working
frequency, i.e., 4 kHz. It can be observed that there are no gratings lobes and the main lobe width
range from 6.4° on the broadside to 6.7° on the maximum steering angle.
Figure 15. Beampattern for 0° and 15° for f = 4 kHz.
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Finally, Figure 16 shows the beampattern of the proposed array for θ = 0° and θ = 15° for the higher
working frequency. i.e., 14 kHz. It can be observed that there are no gratings lobes and main lobe
width ranges from 1.80° on the broadside to 1.85° on maximum steering angle.
Figure 16. Beampattern for 0° and 15° for f = 14kHz.

Figure 17. Frequency response of microphone-tweeter.
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For frequencies below 4 kHz, or above 14 kHz the beampattern degrades significantly and cannot
be used. Analyzing the frequency response for the microphone-tweeter pair used (Figure 17), the
following results have been obtained.
For frequencies below 6 kHz and for frequencies above 12 kHz, the system sensitivity is very low,
due to the pass-band response of the tweeter. Therefore a frequency band between 6 kHz and 12 kHz
has been selected.
At this point, the number of frequencies and values must be determined. It is clear that a large
number of frequencies allow people characterization, but at the expense of increasing acquisition and
processing times. On the other hand, a high number of frequencies does not improve the system
performance, as the frequencies have to be closer and the obtained images are not independent.
After several tests, four different frequencies that guarantee the independence of the obtained
images have been selected. The determination of the optimal values would be a very complex process,
because it would depend on people are wearing and an exhaustive study will be required. Finally, the
selected frequencies are 6 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz and 12 kHz, where the frequency gap is the maximum
in order to have independent images.
3.3. Angle Resolution Cells and Number of Beams
Given a ULA, Δu is defined as 3-dB beamwidth of the mainlobe in the sin(θ) space. Beamwidth in
sin(θ) space does not depend on the steering angle and therefore, assuming that beams are 3-dB
overlapped, the number of beams necessary to cover the exploration zone will be [16]:
⎛ 2 ⋅ sin θ max ⎞
M = round ⎜
⎟
Δu
⎝
⎠

(1)

where θmax is the angular excursion.
After evaluating the final beampattern of the transmission and reception arrays, Δθ is obtained. Δθ
is defined as the 3-dB beamwidth of the mainlobe in degrees. Then, beamwidth in the sin(θ) space is
obtained using the expression:

Δu = sin Δθ

(2)

Finally, the number of beams for each frecuency, Mk, is calculated using Expressions (1) and (2).
These values are shown in Table 1. A value of θmax = 15° for the angular excursion has been assumed.
Table 1. Number of beams vs. frequency.
F (Hz)
6000
8000
10000
12000

Δθ (degrees)
4.20º
3.20º
2.56º
2.12º

Δμ
0.0732
0.0558
0.0447
0.0370

Steering angles for each frequency are shown in Figure 18.

Mk
7
9
11
13
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Figure 18. Steering angles vs. frequency.

Finally, the collection of beampatterns necessary to cover the exploration zone for f = 10 kHz is
shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19. Collection of beampatterns to cover the exploration zone for f = 10 kHz.

4. Definition and Extraction of Acoustic Profiles
A collection of samples of acoustic images, with the procedures and parameter values used for
image acquisition and identification are presented in this section.
4.1. Image Parameters
Following the design considerations of Section 3, the system retrieves the acoustic image associated
to a rectangle of 2 m × 2.5 m (width × depth) dimensions, where the person under analysis must be
located 3 meters away from the line array, as described in Figure 14. As justified in the previous
section, 4 frequencies: f1 = 6 kHz, f2 = 8 kHz, f3 = 10 kHz and f4 = 12 kHz were selected.
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A 2 ms pulse width value has been selected. This value is a trade-off between range resolution,
which is inversely proportional, and the received energy, which is proportional. The acoustic images
are collected from 2.0 m to 4.5 m, in range coordinate, and from –15° to 15°, in azimuth coordinate,
using Mi steering angles. The acoustic images are stored into a matrix I:

⎧ 1≤ n ≤ N
I (n, m )⎨
⎩1 ≤ m ≤ M k

range
azimuth

(3)

Assuming a sampling frequency fs = 32 kHz and a sound velocity v = 340 m/s, the matrix dimension
N will be:
(4)
N = 2.5 m·32 kHz/340 = 235
The matrix dimension Mk is the number of steering angles necessary to cover the exploration area
for each frequency.
4.2. Positions
After analyzing multiple positions of people was concluded, it has been determined that the best
results are obtained for the following positions: front view with arms folded on both sides (p1), front
view with arms outstretched (p2), back view (p3) and Side view (p4). Figure 20 shows the four
positions using a test subject.
Figure 20. Person positions.
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These poositions arre associateed with thhe differen
nt body seections andd therefore are clearlly
d
differentiate
ed. These positions
p
arre highly inndependent, improvingg system bbiometrics performanc
p
e.
O
Only
these four positioons have beeen used because a hiigher numbber would iincrease acq
quisition annd
p
processing
times, withoout a noticeaable improvvement of th
he biometricc system peerformance.
4 Acousticc Profile
4.3.
The acouustic profilee Pi, assocciated to peerson i, inccludes the acoustic im
mages obtaained for thhe
p
positions
(p1, p2, p3, p4),
) evaluated at frequenccies (f1, f2, f3, f4).
Figure 21. Acoustiic images. x-axis:
x
angle (degrees) , y-axis: rannge (m).

Figure 211 shows the acoustic im
mages for: i)) the front view
v
positioon (p1), wheere the head
d and trunk of
o
thhe subject can
c be clearly identifieed ii) the frront view po
osition withh arms outsstretched (p2), where thhe
h
head
and arm
ms of the suubject can be
b clearly identified,
i
iiii) the backk view posittion (p3) wh
here the bacck
o the head can
of
c be idenntified and ivv) the side view positio
on (p4), where the clossest shouldeer and side of
o
thhe head cann be identifiied.
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4.4. Image Normalization
Each acoustic image is normalized for its energy, according to the expression:

I (i, j ) =

I (i, j )
N

Mk

∑∑ I (n, m)

2

(5)

n =1 m =1

5. Test Acoustic Profiles for Biometric Applications
5.1. Metric Based on Mean Square Error
An algorithm for biometric identification has been implemented based on the mean square error
between acoustic images from the profile Pi and the profile Pj [20]. First, the function E pf [i , j ] is defined
as the mean square error between an acoustic image from profile Pi and an acoustic image from profile
Pj, for a specific frequency f and a position p:
N

M

2

E pf [i, j ] = ∑∑ (I i (n, m) − I j (n, m)) i, j = 1… NF

(6)

n =1 m=1

where NF is the number of acoustic profiles stored in the database.
Then, the function Ep[i,j], called multifrequency error, is defined as the sum of the errors at each
frequency for the position p:
kHz
E p [i, j ] = E p6 kHz [i, j ] + E 8pkHz [i, j ] + E 10
[i, j ] + E12p kHz [i, j ]
p

(7)

Finally, the function E(i,j), called global error, is defined as the sum of the multifrequency error at
each position p:

E[i, j ] = E p1 [i, j ] + E p 2 [i, j ] + E p3 [i, j ] + E p 4 [i, j ]

(8)

If Pk is an unknown profile to be identified, the algorithm will associate the profile Pk, to the person
“i” in the database, whose profile Pi has the minimum E[k,i] value. The normalized global error will be
defined as the distance or metric used by the biometric system.
5.2. Scenario Definition
The case-study involved 10 people–5 men and 5 women–in order to analyze the behaviour of the
system. Each selected person has distinct morphological features, as shown in Table 2. In this analysis,
all people use an overall as common reference clothing, in order to eliminate clothing as a distinctive
factor. The biometric system uses a metric or distance based on the mean square error, according to
expression (6).
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Table 2. Morphological features.
ID
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Properties
Constitution
Very strong
strong
strong
Thin
normal
Thin
strong
Thin
strong
normal

Height
Tall
Average
Average
Tall
Tall
Tall
Small
Average
Average
Small

To evaluate the system, acoustic profiles were captured 10 times for each of the 10 people under
test. These captures were carried out for 10 days, one capture per person per day, thereby people did
not remember their position in the previous capture and there was not a “memory effect”. They were
placed in the center of the measurement area (cross marked on the ground). Every 60 seconds, a
multifrequency capture was done for each position, with the following sequence: front view (p1) with
arms folded on both sides, front view with arms outstretched (p2), back view (p3) and side view (p4).
One hundred profiles were acquired; each one with 16 acoustic images (four frequencies by four
positions). These captures were stored with a unique identifier formed by sub identifiers associated
with the person ID, the number of capture, the position and the frequency. Finally, the normalized
global error between all acquired profiles was calculated.
5.3. False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR)
Based on the methodology to characterize a biometric system [21], FNMR and FMR parameters
have been calculated. It is assumed that there are no errors in the acquisition; therefore FAR/FMR and
FRR/FNMR pairs are equivalent.
False match rate (FMR) is the probability of the system matching incorrectly the input acoustic
profile to a non-matching template in the database, i.e. the percentage of imposters incorrectly matched
to a valid user’s biometric. It measures the percent of invalid inputs which are incorrectly accepted.
FMR is obtained by matching acoustic profiles of different people. The global error E(i,j) is calculated
for all these cases; then the FMR parameter is calculated as the percentage of matching whose error
value is equal or less than the distance d:

E(i, j ) ≤ d

(9)

Where the distance d is the set of possible values of the global error. False non-match rate (FNMR)
is the probability of the system not matching the input acoustic profile to a matching template in the
database, i.e. the percentage of incorrectly rejected valid users. It measures the percent of valid inputs
which are incorrectly rejected. FNMR is obtained by matching acoustic profiles of the same people.
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Again, the normalizedd global errror is calcuulated for all
A
a these cases; then thhe FNMR parameter is
c
calculated
ass the percenntage of mattching whose error valu
ue is greateer or equal thhan the disttance d:

E((i, j ) ≥ d

(100)

Figure 222 shows the FMR and the
t FNMR functions
f
veersus the noormalized diistance d.
Figure 222. Functionss FMR and FNMR vs. distance
d
d.

5 Equal Error
5.4.
E
Rate (EER)
(
Equal Errror Rate (E
EER) is the crossing
c
pooint between
n FMR andd FNMR funnctions. EER is a global
p
parameter
thhat allows the
t evaluatiion of the system
s
perfformance. Thus,
T
the lower the EE
ER value, thhe
b
better
the biometric
b
syystem perfoormance [21]. For thiss case-studyy, a value of EER = 6.53% for a
d
distance
d = 0.35 has been
b
obtaineed. Figure 23
2 shows an
n enlarged area of FM
MR and FNM
MR functionns
inn order to shhow EER clearly.
c
Figgure 23. EE
ER.
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5 Receiveer Operatingg Characterristic (ROC))
5.5.
Finally, the
t ROC cuurve, a visuaal characteriization of th
he trade-offf between thhe FNMR and
a the FMR
R,
iss shown in Figure 24.
Figgure 24. RO
OC.

Besides this
t
system,, many otheer novel bioometric systems expecct to give ann alternative to the weell
k
known
biom
metric systeems based on fingerpprints. Therre are anaalyses of syystems bassed on hannd
g
geometry
[222], on fingeer geometryy [23], on finger vein
ns [24] or even
e
on thee mouse dy
ynamics [255],
a
amongst
othhers.
Comparinng the results, particullarly the EE
ER value, obtained
o
in the study ccase shown in this worrk
w the resuults shown by other noovel biomettric systemss, it can be observed
with
o
thhat the EER
R value of thhe
s
system
baseed on acousstic images is comparaable to the behaviour of other noovel biomeetric system
ms.
T
Table
3 show
ws the EER
R values of different
d
novvel biometrric values.
Tab
ble 3. EER of
o novel bio
ometric systtems
Novel bioometric systtem
Acoustic images
Hand geoometry
Finger geeometry
Finger veein
Mouse dyynamics

EER
R
6.53%
7.7–13.2%
17.86–23.116%
1.91–14.88%
3.8%

Results in
i Table 3 are quite promising
p
a confirm
and
m the feasibbility of ussing acoustiic images in
i
b
biometric
syystems. Thee results obbtained in thhis work are based on the mean ssquare error, which is a
robust and simple
s
metrric. As morre complexx metrics arre developedd, the systeem perform
mance will be
b
b
better.
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6. Conclusions
An acoustic biometric system based on an electronic scanning array using sound detection and
ranging techniques has been developed. People are scanned with a narrow acoustic beam in an
anechoic chamber, and then an acoustic image is created by collecting people's response to the
transmitted signal.
This work is focused on analyzing the feasibility of employing acoustic images of a person as a
biometric feature. Specifically, four pulsed tone signals with frequency 6 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz and
12 kHz and four positions for the person (front, front with arms outstretched, back and side) have been
used, getting a representative set of acoustic images.
FNMR, FMR and the ROC curve have been obtained, being comparable to those of commercial
biometric systems. These facts confirm the feasibility of using acoustic images in biometric systems.
Currently, work on improving algorithms and extending the case-study presented with a broader set of
users is being carried out. The weights of the different acoustic images (frequency and position) in the
error function are also being optimized.
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